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Relatively few studies have explored public:knOWledge about themass

media, mid almost none have concerned themselves with covariateS, .

antecedents and consequences of s.ich knowledge. One such study, however,

(Becker, Whitney and Collins, 1980) did report moderately low and:

highly variable lev els of pilblic knowledge of the-news business, with

demographic variables predicting media attention and impacting directly

on media knowledge, while print media attention predicted media knowledge,,

and media knowledge was related t9 criticism of the media. For reasons

outlined in the paper,,the study merited replIcation, and that repliCapion
4

is repotted here. In general, through diredt.Fomparison of results, of

zero-order and partial, correlations, of path coefficients and structural

.

coefficients, this paper suggests that the original findings and

relationships were accurately assessed. It is suggested that where

differences between the two studies are found, they may be attributable

to weaknesses in conceptualizationand measurement in both studies.

A.

Paper presented to the Mass Communication and.Society Division, Association
for.Education in Journalith.convention, Michigan State University, August, 1981.
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PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING,OF THE NEWS BUSINESS: A REPLICATION
I
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There is a surprising paucity of information available ahout\what people
I a

know about how the news media work; about how new is gathered and disseminated,
M

andby whom thib is done, and hoF, media are organized; despite decades of research,on

the effects of the media theMselves, Imcluding an insistence in the past ten years.-. -..
1.,..,

that perhaps' the, Major effeciliof media is increasing public knOWledge, we know

.little about public knowIedge'about'the news businessl
J h.

,Brin'ton, Bush and Newell (19571,conclude their study the newspaper and

ho

1

42. itq public by noting an appalling ignorance ho newspapers-- their Ojectives,
No%

motivations, and: prOtedures, "though_their study. .concerned itself mbre with
d I

studying the publ_fc!s attitudep toward the press than with its knowledge about

the press.

More recent17,,,,Becker, Whitney and Collins (1980) reported three survey

,

studies which concluded that "there are significant gaps in public understanding

of the news business."' The Becker, et al., i study also noted that surVey respon-

dents were more knowledgeable about television stations than -ahout,,newspapers,
).

.

.

that they wer i least well informed about ownership, more kno4edgeable about

licensing and most knowledgeable about finances. Knowledge about media; more-

over, was associated, with education; use of print, but not'broadcast tedia:4br

41ewsCattention to media content about media, including watchingro.f televislop

programs such4as "Lou Grant" and motion pictures sueh as "Ali the P iderti's%
( ./

.

:1..Men"; and personal contact with persons working"fot newspapers and television
stations. Possible consequences of Media knowledge were also explored, and the

llowing results reported: Knowledge about media is positively related to
1

iance on newspapers for national and local news, negatively related to reli-
)

re

an e on newspapers for national and local news, negatively related with confidence

3
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in those producing, news for local newspapers and television and negatively with

feeling that newspapers and teleVision make the world seem more. complicated

than it is.

The Becker, 'et al., studies break new ground in understanding what' people

know about, the news business. For a variety of reasons, however, and as the

authors themselves point out, these studieS represent only a first step, We

decided, therefore, to execute a replication of the studies.

Replication is virtually always pointed to as a norm for social science

(cf. Bailey, 1978; Phillips, 1970; Kerlinger, 1973):but it is one honored

)more in articulation than in practice. -Specifically, the Becker, et

studies are worthy of replication for at least the following reasons:

1) All of the studies wer ,..onducted within an eight-month 4:le-nod within the

same community, Columbus, Ohio. Mile Columbus, Ohid, is in many respects an

ideal community. in which to conduct research, as it cloSely mirrors U.S.. distri-

butions of the population in race,
1
education, income and occupation, ieis.but

one locality. As TiChenor and his colleagues (Olien, Donohue and Tichenor, 1976;

.,,

Tichenor, Donohue and ()lien, 1980) have noted, cOmmunity. Structures a the media

structures within them vary, and "the Configuration of information available to

)the average citizen tends to differ sharp . room one community to another:'

(Olien, Donohue andqichenor, 1976: 454). Moreover; Columbus is among a rela-

tively small number of communities marked-by g.n4papaper.joint operating g
, ,

response
..-

ment, and one element in the Becker; et al., index-of media knowledge is a response

to a question whether People know whether. the local newspapers are owned by the
4

, ,
same peoplef(incorrect) or by different companies (correct). Thus'this coMponent

of "knowledge" would vary in communities with a,different structure, of ownership.

.
:



2) One finding in the Becker, et al., study was counter to a hypothesized

relationship, and significantly so. That finding was that confidence in thole

producing both local newspaper and television news was negatively related to

knowledge about media. This zero-order relationship stands in contrast to a

'second finding, again zero-order, that knowledge is negatively related with

agreeing that television news and newspaper Pews make the world seem more coMpli-
.k

cated than it is, and these latter findings were also statistically significant.

For convenience's sake, the first of these variables, confidence, may be labeled

a "credibility" variable, while the second may be termed a "critic.ist" variable.2

Oktheir face, it would seem that they should be positively related, and yet

here they appear not to be; at the very least, this relationship is worthy

further study.

Since this study is a relatively straightforward

are proposed; in general, it was our expectation that

replication,

the findings

no hypotheses

of the Becker,

et al., study would consistently apply in a different research locale.

The replication was a relatively strict ore, in that the same sampling plan,

data collection method and plan of analysis were used, as were many of the same

questions. The replication study was conducted in Champaign and Urbana, contigu-

'ous 'cities in east central Illinois which 'serve as a light manufacturing, regional

agricultural trade area of about 100,000 population, anddhome of the University

of Illinois. Demographic comparisons between Columbus, Ohio and the Cliampaign7

Urbana samples show three differences: in the Illinols sample there are fewer

nonwhites, substantially more students (about a third of:the entire sample) and

a slightlyhigheT education level: Columbus median education was 12.8 years; in

Champaign:-Urbana,.the median was.14.5 Irears. Because we suspected that the over-

representation of college students might distort some results,'results are

Jr"
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reported both on the full Champaign- Urbana sample and the nonstudents subsample.

Moreover,-themetlia environment of'the two ldcales varies': Champaign- Urbana is. --

home to about half the number of media outlets as Columbus: there are nine loCal

radioystitions, oneeable television franchise; two loCal network - affiliated
(

television stations with a third inDecatur, Illinois, 40 miles away but clearly

receivable, and but'one newspaper, an evening paper loclly owned and not part

f s' hain.
3

While Chi ago daily newspapers aie readily Available in the market,\ 1_

.

..
1.

they are not Home -deliv red.

The survy, condUcted in October 1979, was an Omnibus public opinion survey

conducted by telephone-by 35 speciarly7trAined graduate .and undergeadUate jour7,

nalism and communications students enrolled in precision journalism and public

opinion courses at the University ofqllinois. The sample was'drawn by.random

digit dialing, and 341 pale and fema).e household headsreliiding within the ,city

limits of Champaign...and Urbana were contacted. .The'response rate was 62 percent,

These procedures closely match the methods eMploYed in the Columbus stjdie.4

11pAt questions wee worded as they had been in the Columbus.study. As previously

noted, in COlumb respondents were asked whether the local newspapers were;)

oihtly or separately owned; in the Champaign-Urbana sudy, respondents were

asked a newspaper' ownership item that paralleled the televi'siOn ownership ques-

tion: ,"Sote people. think that'the local newspaper is owned bY.people who live

inThampaign and Urbana. Other people think that the newspaper is owped by a

company with

you know for

the Columbus

headquarters outside this area. Which do you -think is true, or don't
, f

sure?" We did'not however, ask the advertising questions asked,ih,

study, since.three-quarters of the sample cofrectly answered the

newspaper advertising question and almost seven- eighths of the Columbus sample

correctly answered the television financing question; these results leave little

variation to explain. Instead, we asked how many worked for one,of the local
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televiln'stations." A "correct " ,answer on these questions was An answer falling
.

within.a range assigned by the researchers based on the actual number pit editor-.

ial employees at each (25at the newspaper, 12.at the televisionstation).

r
The percentages of the sample correctly answering the various media-knowledge

questions are shown in Table 1, both for.:the-full sample and with the relatively 1

transient students exc ded; for comparison, percentages correctly answering media

knowledgellestions fr m the first and J. gest Columbus survey are Also Shown.

RESULTS

Table 1 about here

A$ the data n Table 1 indicate, on the three questions on which the ColumbuS

._.,
and Champaign-Utba a studies are directly comparable (TV ownership, newspaper and

TV licensing) the results from two studies ate stunningly similar. A higher'

proportion of ,the Champaign-Urbana household heads answer the newspaper ownership
\

question correctly, no doubt be rage the'ownership pattern in Champaign-Urbana.

is 'simpler" than is the,case in Columbus. IntereStingly,the newspaper.owner-

ship question in thl. p'resent study is the only knowledge item that permanent

residents score better on'than do the relatively transient student's; while n

ment might be made £hat it is theonly item of the first four which

.-specif local knowledge, ris equiredsince_in all co unities the- licensing

answers Are the same, and in most the-networks do notown the television stations,

it should be noted that "local" residents are indifterentiable.from the students

on answaing the "number. -of reporters" items.

-4
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1,

ScoreA on the indexes are not firectly co arnble across the twcOocale5,
.

. .

1
since a relatively "hard" item in ehe Illinois stud has'replaced a relatively,

"easy" item in the Ohic)study; nonetheless, the Bec er, Pt al., ,&I,Lnclusion

that people appear to be more knbwledgeable aboUt telpvi

%
ion than about news-

7 J

papers is(supported.

) ,

As were Becker, et al., we were interested in possible correlates of media

knowledge. While some of the correlates, particularly demographics and media

use variables, may clearly be considered antecedents of-media Rnowledge, the

relationship between certain items and knowledgemaj7 not clearly be antecedent.

Confi4nce in media and criti ism of them clearly covary with medih knowledge,i0

but, as Becker, et al. note, and as we discuss below, causal ordering is diffi-

cult. Nonetheless, tine pattern

covariateS noted in Table 2 is

relationship between media 'knowledge and tome

y similar to that found in the ColUmbus studies.

Table 2 about here

However, some differences are apparent. In the Columbus study, use or print

media predicts'knowledge, a cor4elatiop that survives partialling out the effect

of education; the same is true in the Illinois sltudy, though news magazine use
,1a \I

kiis a stronger piedictor than use of newspapers, and interestin y, once students

are removed erfom the sample, the correlation between neWspdper t''eadership and

4
media knowledge does not quite reachistatistical significance. As in the Columbus

study, there is virtually no.relationship,between frequency ofOatching either
0

(--
local or network news and media%Rwledge in full gample, though a modest

insignificant negative relationship between knowledge and local watching appears

in the nonstudent subsample.

fl
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MoreOver, as expected,.and was ala-p noted in the Columbus study, media /

knowledge covaries with political knowledge as indexed by,identification of

political leaders; this is a relatively strong relationship, and one that sur

vives a control for education, which is itself, as Tab:le.2 notes, reliiiyely"

strongly correlated with media knowledge.

Demographic correlates of knowledge, some tabled here and some not., are

consistent with Columbus findings and/or with usual predictions. Those owning

their places of residence are more knowledgeable than renters, males moral than

females. Age, however, and as with the Columbus study, xerts curvilin'ear

effects, with the middle third. of the sample the most knowledgeable and the

youngest third the least knowledgeable. Understanding the effec0ts of age, as

is frequently the case, requires multivariate'analysis to remove its covariatioh

with educatforl.
.

Alaof interest are possible ebnsequadces of media knowledge. Table 3

shows Columbus and Champaign full-sample results 'or relationShips between

those high and low in media knowledge and several possible consequences: reliance
1

ontelevision or newspapers for local and national news, confidence in television

and newspapers, and a "criticism" item for newspapers and television, or whether

people feel that those media make the world seem more complicated than it

Table "J about here

It will be recalled that the Columbus and Champaign indices are not directly

comparable, in that they are conftructed/of different questions corrActly

answered by different- uroporti/kns of individuals. While virtually all the patterns

discovered, in the Columbus studies are replicated in the Champaign-Urbana res

Ole
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all are attenuated and none is significant using a difference of proportions test.

Thus the Columbus findings of reliance on newspapers, as opposed to other'media,

being related to high m4lia.knowledge is supported in three of four comph-rison4

here, but only Sweatily so. e significant Columbus findings from the first and

rargest of the Columbus studies that confidence in people producing the news

foi television and newspapers is negatively predictable from media knowledge are

in the same direction, in three of four cases presented here, but only weakly

so; moreovei, while results in the same dirgction were found in the same

direction in two other Columbus studies, there too significance could not be

/attained for the finding. Frilly, findings from the third Columbus study that

those high in media knowledge are less likely to agree that television and
4*-

newspapers make the world more complicated than it really is are replicated in

Champaign- Urbana, but again the relationship does not reach statistical Sign-

, ificance. It will be argued below that with stronger measures, this f 4 al

relationship might be more vigorous.

It is impossible to eliminate, in the zero-order gnalyses or even by

partialing on the single variable of education, the possibility that the

relationships, in Table 2 and 3 are spurious. We have therefore attempted much

the same path analysis as Becker, et al., executed in the Columbus study. An

index consisting of the final two items in Table 3, dealing with criticism of

o

the media, wiz the Criterion Variable as it had been in the Columbus study.

Demographic variables of age, sex and education were the firs elements in the

model. (Race, used in Columbus, wad not used here because of the small number

of non-whites. There were only 36 non-whites in the sample, including only 22

blacks.) The demograpnhic variables were expected to impact on the criterion

. variable, criticism, only_through media use and media knowledge. Contact with

media personnel variables in the Columbus study were not available, nor

were measures of viewing of, shows about,media.

10
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Intervening variables regressed On media'knowledge
5

in Illinois study were

local television news viewing, newspaper readershipand newsmagazine readership.

x,Results for both the Columbus. and Champaign-Urbana analyses are shown In Fig. 1.

Nonsignificant beta weights, with the exception in the Champaign study of the

beta between criticism and knowledge, have been deleted. In each of the three

path models, variables at the left of the variable a the start of a path have not

been entered as controls. For example, the .23 beta weight bdtween4pewsmagazine

use and knowledge in Fig. I (c) does'not reflect a control for age, sex and

education, but it does reflect
controls for newspaper and local- television use.

7Further, the betas on direct paths between the exogenous variables of age, sex

and educlation reflect controls for newspaper, television and newsmagazine use,

as welhas for the other exogenous vari es in the model.

Fig. 1 about here

We will first discuss the Becker, et al., model and then compare its findings

with our own. Becker, et. al. find a significant beta coefficient fi,om media

knowledge to media criticism and find no direct effects from other variables

in the model to criticism. We find a nonsignificant beta coefficfnt from know-

ledge to criticism, in the same direction as Becker, et al., and'likewise no

direct effects°trom other variables in the model to criticism.

Four of five Columbus media "use" variables, when the effects of the
i thers

in the model are controlled, show significant paths to media knowledge. Only

local TV news viewing does not. Our data show a similar pattern on the comparison

variables for which we have measures: the print use variables show significAht

beta weights, while local TV use does no though in the nonseudent subsample,

newspaper use also drops out. The exception, local TV use, is similar in all

three mod

1

ls, however, in that not only is it slight and nonsignificant, but it

11
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is uniformly negative.

to

The demographic variables in the Columbus and Champaign-Urbana studies

demonstrate similar relationships. with education impacting dircutly on know-

ledge and through newsmagazine use; unlike the Columbus study, however, a direct.4

path is found from education to newspaper use, 'whether or not students are

'included. In both studies, age is significantly related to both newspaper

reading and local TV use but notdirectly to kriowledge: Sex behaves differently

in the,tWo studies; in the Columbus study, it shows an independent direct.effect

ion kno ledge as well as on newsmagazine use; it shows only the direct independent

effect on knowledge in the Illinois study, and then only in the full-sample

study, not in the nonstudent-onlv subsample; though the beta coefficient between

selOand media kriowledge in the nonstudent subsample is larger (beta
,-. .13)

tWan in the ColunibuSs9dy (beta . .09), the smaller sample size leads to a
/ .

ing of nonsignificance in the Champaign-Urhana results.

17
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Further Replication

- .

--. * .

.

.

A more strict replication, employing
structural cOetricl.ents, rather than

4
.

. - -
path coeffitients, is reported below. 'Structural Coefficients are often favored

: .' ;..

,
. ,e/.A.41. by sociologists and econOmetricians when comparing a made] across :twQ samples.

j.../

-Path *oefficientp4are Standardized.for
a given.sample,of observations,"/ so their'

.
-,

values are de pendent'on- t hat s,ample.-Structiral coefficiena-are the Unstandard-
_

0
'-izedtr gresslon B-values iu the mOdel!i'prediCtive equatiOn. These structural

.i.cbefficienig are expected. to better represent the undeily
: ' , \. .1 i

. -

proposed in the model (Dupacn, 197;,Hallishek and Jackson, 197j). USing this
. .- . ,

1
, ,

,ipproach, 'the structural coefficients in given model should remain equal,
,l . ,

4
/-within' confidence limits/ cross different samples' and times,: 'it'Plemodel,,

is accurate. This'more strict. comparison of the two studies liMits the path

g relationships-

model to only the variables common to both the uMbus and Champaign-Urbana
.--0

° .
...

study:. Tas requires removing fromthe Columbus study race, viewing tv silOws. 1

abodt the media, and personal'Contact with media worker's. The/resulting Model

is shown in Figure 2.

I,
Eight variables Are in. this model:

Age
6 Education level

'Sex (male coded as high)
Newspaper reading (days per week)
Local tv -news viewing (days per week)
Newsmagazine reading (yes coded as high)
Media knowledge (number'of correct answers to six

knowledge items -- see Table 1)
Media crificism"(whether tv, newspapers, or both, make the

world seem more complicated than it is -- see
see Table 3)

.4 4)

f.-

As in the previous models, thehypotheses callfor the exogenous, iemographic

variables (age. 'sex andeducation) to have an impact on, the criterion -/iriable,

media criticism, only indirectly through media'knowledgynd through associated

.4effects through the three entogenous media use variables triewspapers, local tv
V
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news, "and newsmagazinesi. These media use var bles.vereexpected t o. affect

thediC'triticism ably indirectly through media knowledge.

Now that the ;models for the two city - samples are identital, the path

coefficients and structural coefficients may be dfrectly compared.'While the

_standardized path coefficients (beta) may.vary for each city-sample, the

unStandardized structural coefficient should constant if the undee-
.

lying relationships proposed by the model are valid,

A series of *multiple regression analyses were performed in the same manner

as Becker, et al..describe First, a simple regression of media knowledge on

media criticism,produces values for that,path, Following the conclusions of

the Becker, al, nodel no direct effects of the other six variables were-

tested. Next, the paths from age, education, and sex to media knowledge were

computed- with media use variables as controls. Then, the paths from each of
u

61e three media use variables to media knowliege were calculated', with only'

the remaining two media use scales used as controls. Finally, for each of

thedemographic-variables, paths to each of the media use items were clcu-

.' lated.
,

\SCriteria for success of the replication were: FOr structural coefficients,
_ 4

.
that,the Champaign-Urbana B.- coefficient .lie within the 95% confidence interval,...)

of'the Columbus 13-coeDfiCient, For the path coefficients, that p.05 for the.
.

-

'beta value's. A complete tabulatitn of structural and path coefficients,

cOnfidence intervals and significance levels for each city - sample is presented

in Table 4.

Looking at path coefficients alone (Figure 2), six paths show bets that

are not similarly significant or non-significant across the two city-samples.

Yet on tine structural coefficient level. (values within parentheses in Figlire"2),

fourteen of sixteen paths replicate with statistically-equivalent B-values,

and a fifteenth path (sex-to-media knowledge) is very close to successful

replication. '

1A
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Summary and Conclusions

The present'study was intended as a replication of three ColuMbus, Ohiow

studies on public knowledge about. newspapers4nd television. In large part,

the findings o the Columbus studies, when transferred.to a' different locale,

are support , in slime cases, in somewhat attenuated form. Most clear is that

/ .

the publi /knows more about television t n about newspapers, and are more
/1

2.
- _

knowledgable about licensing than ownership, Both sets of data support the
. ,

- idea that media knowledge results from exposure to print media, and that

' educfation both independent effects on Apedi knowledge, and indirect

i
effects through increasing the likelihodd of exposure to print, media,.

.

.

. ,

Confidence items, which had ilbt replicated, cross the three Columbus

. ,

studies, were not productive' in this Study, either, Two "media criticism"

items which had proved useful in the Columbus work showed mixed-results in the

later study. Failure to replicate these findings, ,it is suggested, May well be

the result of inadequate cpnceptualization and measurement. To speculate for

a moment, it-is quite, lik ly that the "complexity" constructs that underlie
1

these items are'multiaimensional, and there is insufficient evidence to suggest

that the dimensions operate in the same way across media and from local to

national media.

.In the Columbus study, viewing of local television news was found to be

negatively related to media knowledge; that, relationship does not:replicate

significantly at' the path coefficient level, and in the present study the

- : relationship between TV news viewing, either local or national, and media

knowledge, is parctically non-existent, These "non-findings" or slightly

e negative 'findings are consistent with a body of literature showing ,.similar
0

relationships (also at,the path coefficient level) between teleyision news
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attention 'and. political knowledge (cf. Becker, SobOwale and Casey, 1980;

Becker and Whitney, 1980; Clarkeand.Fredin, 1978 and sources cited therein).

Fol the full mod&S tested,,/there are also mixed results.'The m

presented in Figure 1 show differing,beta values.and significant path between
4

city-samples, and even in .a subsample of'he same city. -

The more comparable models in Figure 2 show heartening results. While the

path beta values forlreach city-sample may'vary, the underlying structural

coefficient is equivalenf/in fourteen-of Sixteen paths tested. Generally,, the

Champaign-Urbana B-iralues,are at the upper end of the Columbus-95% confidence
,

interval, but further replications may produce more steady structural coefficients.

161..eover, .these studies barely illuminate information'the public may hold:*

Jabout the media; they tap relatively few dimensions about twat one might di
.

.

should know, Or need to know,,about how ,the mass media function. As- Becker,

Whitney agd.

beginnings,

-Particular, se9ms of considerable merit.

and

have earlier noted, studies "of this sort are but rough

ditional work, at the conceptual and measurement levels in

. 1 6

i.



Footnotes

f*,

1
In percent nonwhite, at' least:' The nonwhite population of Colimbus is

v$rtually all black', with minimal representations. of Hispani Si. Native Americans
and Asians.

/

2
This follows the Becker, et aL4 termino ogy.

1-3
A morning daily, part of the Lindsay-Sghau--Chain, had ceased publication .

about six months before the survey.
;

4
All three Cdlumbus surveys were telephone surveys conabte0J3Jy. journalism,

-

students; two of the studies were systematicprobability sample`S-Of'the Columbus /

telephone directory, in which heads of household, defined identically with the
present survey, were interviewed. 'The:third-Columbus survey was of Franklin
County registered voters. Response rates the three Columbus studies were
68%, 66% and 63%.

5'
Media knowledge-in the Columbus path model in Fig.. 1 (a) is constructed

from a different index from the one referred to in Tables 1-3. The knowledge
index In the Columbus path model includes the newspaper and television'ownership,
licensing and financing items and includes as well correct identifications of
local television reporter-anchorpersons, a local newspa-er editor

,

and, a lnea1
newspaper publisher.

(/

a

.
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TABLE 1

Knowlectop of the media,'in Champaign-Urbana,_
si October 1979, and in Columbus, Ohio, May 1978.

answer's.

udipg and excluding students,
lumns report percent, correct

.

Know local newspaper locally (C-U)/

& Dill
Sample

(n=341)

_

Champaign-Urbana,,.

Excluding
Students,
(n=224)

Columbus
(n=616)

independently (Cols.) owned: 42.2 53.6 30.9

Know local TV stations are not
network 46Timed: 55.7 55.8 57.8

Know license not required for
newspapers: 50.4 51.3 46.8

:Knout licenseis required for TV /- 80.6 79.0 79.3

[`
Know most ne er revenue comes
from advertising:

Know most TV revenue` conies from
advertising

Know how many reporters; work for
local nel5spaper

N t' '..48.7

-
Know how "many reporters work for
local TV .

-
,

Know all three newsPaper answers

Know all three TV answers.

Know at least five answers tp six
media queptions

*Question not asked

(

t.

48.7-

13.5

28.7

22.9

19

* /5.8

85.2

46.9

49% i!;

17.0, 1

r.`
29.0 47 4

26.4 35.1

te.

a

v.



TABI.E. 2

Media knowledge and Some covariates
.

4
Full

Pearson r
with media
knowledge

Newspaper reading:_ days per week .16

Local TV news: days_per week .00

Network TV news: days per week 1, .08

Regular news magazine readership:
,(yes /no)- .

Education'

Political kn6Wledgea.

'Own/rent dwells.

.19

.26

.17

a
Index asking(0', ofidents toiden

.-IT.S. House, TliinoisARhators and Z.S.

r's attain s
.10 or greater,

a

3

Ificance at or pas
Olumn* T'and 4at

a

sample:

Partialling
on

education

.03

.07

.13

Excluding

Pearson r
with media
knowledge

.08.

-.08

.04

1

tify their local
secretary of st

t .05 level in c
.14 or greater.

8

.44

.18

students:

Partialling
on

education_

.04

-.02

.18

.38

.22

mayor, local member/of the
ate.

olumn-1 and 2 if they



Table 3

Possible Consequences of Media Knowledge

Rely on newspaper fer national news

Rely` on newspaper for local news,

Has great,deal of cdnfidence in people.
. producing news for local newspaper

4 Has great deaf of confidenc people
producing news .for local T

Has great deal of confidence in people
.-.)7producing news for network_T

Say newspapers e world more com-
plicated than it s

Say TV makes world more 6ompliicated
than it is

\Alk.

+
First frive Columbus

study.

a
Signif cant the

Ilignificant at the
opposite of predict

Columbus

Low High
Knowl. +Knowl.
(n=223) (n=393)

20.7% 34.9%a

27.1 43.8a

35.5 26.3
b

46.8 35.6
b

Champaign-Urbana

Full Sample . Nonstudent

Low High Low High
Knowl. Knowl. . Knowl. Knowl.
(n=187) (10154)

14.4% 15..8%

44.7 '39.i

n=156) (n=179) .

33.3 18.7a.

33.6 18.5a

v.

question; are from the May

. i05 level singing a'differance oifr proportions test, 6
...

. 05 lever using a difference of",,proporabas test, but in direction
ion. ...,

.

.

26.9 25.5

11.4 9.9

15 13.2

* *

12.9 8.8

14.4 10.5

(n=116) (n=108)

(1 12% 15.67

22..3 24y5

12.7 13.2

17 15.6

14.7 11.2

16.5 13.4

978 study;i:se two-are from the January

a

Question not asked.

ar

I 21

4



Table 4: Coefficients for models in Figure 26

Columbus (10253) and Champaign-Urbana (N.331 es
(

1

Path

Age -- Newspaper days

Age - -local TV news

Age--Newsmagazines

Sex--Newspaper days
o4 t'f

SQ.(--Local TV news

Sex -- Newsmagazines

Educ--Newspaper days'.

Educ--Local TV news

Educ-Newsmagaiines

4e- -Media knowledge

Sex--Media ktlwledge

duq:-Media Julowle

r

NewspaperlYnowledge

Local TV--Knowledge

'

Newsmagazines -- Knowledge

Knowledge-Criticism.

I

Champaign-
Chaipaign-

Columbus Urbana lumbus . Urbana ,o

95% Conf..Int. B In CI beta

.05\ .03 , .06 .04 Y .28

.04. .03 :06 .06 Y .29

-.002 , -.006, .001 .001 Y -.08

.81 .18 ,1.44 .10 N .15

-.35 -.944 .24 ..23 Y " '.07

6

.13 .01 ,.25 .04 Y
. .13

.10 -.004, .21 .09 I .11

-.08 -.18 ,'.03 Y -.09

.04 .02 , .06 .05' Y .24

.Q05 -.006, .016 .002. Y 4.05
,..11.

.26 -.0V ;lb .63 . N. .09

E .11 ..05 ; .17... .10 Y .22

)

.16. .09 , .22 .10, Y .29

-.10 1-.17 ,- -.02 Y -.18

.52 .19 .50 Y .18

0

-.11 -:20 ,-.04 -.04 Y -.23,

\

sig. \,., beta, sig. ,

.001 .27 .001 ,

.001 .37 .001

n.s. .04 n.s.

%012 .02 n.s.

n.s. -.04 n.s.

.029 ,.04 .n.s.

:11 n.s.

n.s. -.06 n.s.

I

.001 .25 .001

4.0 .02 n.s.

n.s. x.21' , n.s.

:601 .18 .001

.

11,001 .16 .005

.003 -.04 n.s

.003, .00

*Is C-U B-value within:95% Confidence Intepal for Columbus B-value on this path?

.002 -.09 n.s.

1;

23



cFl . 1: Path mod 1

Fig. 1(a): COlumbus,
.09

for the Columbus and Champaign-Uibana media knowledge studies*

io, January 1979 (n=309)

_1

Age
-;--

.

Newspaper
reading

Sex
(High*male) .11

Local TV'
News Viewing

Race

(High*white)

0

Education .12

Newsmagazine
fkading

\v.

Viewing Media
TV Shows

V

Media -.21 Media
Knowledge Criticism

Personal Media
Contact '

.34J

Reading

, .

Fig. 1(b): Champaign-Urbana, Ill., October 1980, full sample (n"331)
. 21

Age

Sex
\(High=male)

:.11

Education
0

Newspaper
Readihg-

Loca4News

Vi wing
TV

. 16

.18

Fig. 1(c): Champaign-ULana,-nonstudent subsample (n=214)

.26

Meals Media
Knowledge (n.s.) Criticism

1

Age

Educ ion
A

30

Newspaper
Reading

Local TV
News Viewing

.23
Newsmagazine

Reading
.20

Media Media
Knowledge (n.s.) Criticism

1

t.

),0

5,

*Entr s arebeta weights. Variables on the left side of a reported weight have not beenentere as a control., For example, the .30 beta in Fig. 1(a) between newspaper reading andmedia kn ledge does not reflect a control for a e, etc., though it 'reflects Controls forTV news vie ing, etc. The beta for sex and media owledFe reflects cohlfrols for news-paper reading, etc; as well as for age, race and ucation. Nonsignificant betas havebeen deleged. 'V



A

r

?s,

FIG. 2: Structural coeff ici"Vnt s for the Colunbus and Champaign -Uilbana
med is knowledge stud ies.

'4
Fig. 2a : Colunbus, Ohio, January 1979 (ri=253):

.005

.05
N ewspaper
reading

4.81

Sexa
.13

_ -.18
1J Media -.13 Media

new viewing kn?wledge 'criticism
r52

'Newsmalgaz ine
readingEducation,

I .11

.26

Fig. 2b: Champaign -Urbkna I11.,. October 1980 u11 sample (n=331 ):
..002

. 04

.10
Sex

. 04

. 09

Education

Newspaper
reading

.10

Local TV Cl2 > Media -. la
news) viewing knowledge criticien

. 0

Kcal TV

. 05 Newsmagazine
> reading

a 63

See Table 4 for beta values for
1

e mpd els.


